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Good Harbor Bay Beach CR-651 Accessibility Evaluation 
 

Location: At the end of CR 651 (Good Harbor Trail). Off M-22, 12 miles north of Glen Arbor 

                    

Date:     6/29/17  

 

Inclusive universal design concepts to guide the development of site amenities… 
By defining spaces & directing human behavior we protect the environment and enhance accessibility for everyone! 

 

Accessible route surfaces must be firm & stable…concrete, asphalt, boardwalk, well compacted crushed 

aggregate/fines (NOT woodchips or grass) 

Accessible routes should be at least 6’ wide to accommodate two persons passing 

Accessible routes should have less than 5% running slope with less than 2% cross slope 

Accessible routes should surround all amenities & be at least 4’ wide surrounding the entire element 

Accessible routes should be smooth with no changes of level at edges and connections to entry/exits & into/onto 

site elements/amenities 

 

Photo Element 

Accessibility Barrier Description  

Accessibility Barrier Removal 

Recommendations 

 

 

Shoreline 

 

Soft sand to high water mark 

 

Shallow gradual slope bottom with 

some small stones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Provide access on site to beach wheelchairs 

designed to easily roll over soft sand and 

into the water & to provide some type of 

flotation for experiencing the water in the 

beach wheelchair.   
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Photo Element 

Accessibility Barrier Description 

Accessibility Barrier Removal 

Recommendations 

 

Beach Access Routes 

 

300’ soft sand from parking lot to 

high water mark 

 

Route goes through dune 

vegetation, route is narrowed to 

less than 36” due to encroaching 

vegetation 

 

25’ from high water mark to water’s 

edge 

Create an accessible route at least 6’ wide 

(this accommodates two persons passing 

each other without stepping off), with 

slopes less than 5% from accessible parking 

and connecting all other site amenities.  

Surface can be over-the-sand board walk or 

decking to the high water line, then a 

transition plate to the beach & where 

usable a removable sand matting material to 

the waters edge. 

 

Remove encroaching vegetation back far 

enough so it will not grow back during the 

course of the season. 

 

Photo Element 

Accessibility Barrier Description 

Accessibility Barrier Removal 

Recommendations 

 

Parking 

 

2 accessible van spots 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signs are too low 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Raise signs, bottom of sign must be at least 

60” above surface & viewable above a 

vehicle parked in the space 
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Photo Element 

Accessibility Barrier Description 

Accessibility Barrier Removal 

Recommendations 

 

Toilets 

 

Located 208’ from accessible 

parking space & 175’ from the 

beach 

 

Sinking concrete at entrance 

creating a +1½”” change of level 

 

 

 

 

 

Lock mechanism require pinch 

grasp/wrist twist to operate 

 

 

 

 

Toilet is not signed as accessible, 

no sign on latch side of door  

 

Fix sinking concrete entry pad to be level 

with floor of toilet 

 

Replace lock mechanism with a lever/paddle 

style that is one hand operable and does 

not require pinch grasp/wrist twist to 

operate 

 

Add accessible sign, latch side of door 

mounted centered at 60” 

 

When replacing, consider replacing with the 

self-composting Clevis Multrum universally 

accessible toilet…   

 

When replacing, suggest adding a much 

larger single user unisex accessible toilet 

room so opposite gender care givers can 

assist someone with a disability in a private 

& dignified manner. These family friendly 

single user toilet rooms with baby changers 

accommodate opposite gender parents to 

assist their child.  These rooms are large 

enough to accommodate someone using a 

wheelchair or parents with strollers. 

 

 

Photo Element 

Accessibility Barrier Description 

Accessibility Barrier Removal 

Recommendations 

 

Information kiosk & fee station 

 

Located off the accessible 

concrete walk, crushed aggregate 

surface, encroaching vegetation in 

the clear spaces & in the surface, 

loose fill surface sinking from 

concrete creating a +1½” change of 

level 

 

Extend concrete surface making sure 

surface extends under the kiosk so 

someone can roll up for very close viewing 

without their front wheels dropping off the 

accessible surface. Make sure surface 

creates a 4’ wide accessible route on all 

viewable sides so someone can roll up for 

very close viewing. 

 

Lower kiosk to center at 48” for easier 

viewing from a seated position and for 

easier viewing by children, our next 

generation of park stewards… 
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Photo Element 

Accessibility Barrier Description 

Accessibility Barrier Removal 

Recommendations 

 
 

Beach wheelchair & storage unit 

 

None provided 

 

Add a beach wheelchair to be store on site 

in a storage unit & available for use during 

park hours and located on the accessible 

route from accessible parking. Users should 

be able to secure their own chair in the unit 

while using the beach chair. 

 

Example: 

http://beaches.lacounty.gov/la-county-

beach-wheelchairs/ 

Photo Element 

Accessibility Barrier Description 

Accessibility Barrier Removal 

Recommendations 

 

 

Potable water source 

 

 

Foot wash push button does not 

stay on 

 

 

 

 

Rear foot wash on drinking fountain 

is not located on accessible 

surface, encroaching vegetation in 

the clear space  

 

 

 

 

 

Power source 

 

None on site 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consider adding a water bottle fill type 

water source. 

 
 

 

Consider adding a solar powered charging 

station 
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Photo Element 

Accessibility Barrier Description 

Accessibility Barrier Removal 

Recommendations 

 

Site amenities: picnic tables, grills, 

benches, trash 

 

 

3 picnic table nodes, all have 

encroaching vegetation that 

reduces the clear space around the 

table 

 

 

The clear space of this center 

photo shows the clear space 

overlapping the accessible route 

 

Locate all site amenities on accessible 

surface including an accessible route 

around the perimeter of tables and grills at 

least 4’ wide.   

 

Grills should be designed to be reached 

from a seated position & grill height 

adjustment should be one hand operable to 

make it universally accessible as well as 

surrounded by accessible surface routes at 

least 4’ wide 

 

Benches must be on accessible surface, be 

connected to the accessible route to 

parking, the beach, and all other site 

amenities, and have clear space at one or 

both ends for side by side, shoulder to 

shoulder seating. 

 

Trash containers must be located on an 

accessible route connected to all other site 

amenities. 

 

 

 


